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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTIon 
Ourrent research dealing with the role of the postfeedback 
tnterval in ooncept attainment bee its historical origto in ear-
lier studies whioh investigated the function ot distribution ot 
praotice in the aoquisition of concepts. As Bourne (1966) indi-
cates, the length ot tbe postte.dbaok intepyal can be conceived 
ot as a condition ot praotice distribution. With the publication 
ot Underwood's (1952) article on response contiguity, research 
dealing with distribution ot practioe aDd memory effects opera-
tive during concept attainment was initiated. Utilizing associ-
ationistic theor,r, Underwood bJpothesized that massed practice 
should be superior to distributed praotloe on a conoept formation 
task since it would increase the probability ot appropriate re-
sponses beins oontiguous. 
Ose •• and Underwood (1952) oompared massed to distributed 
practice on a ooncept formation task employing geometric torms 
exemplitying three-attribute, three-value concepts as stimuli. 
, 
Two attributes were relevant to solving the problem and one was 
irrelevant. The stimulus universe was exposed twice to the sub-
jects, thus yielding a total of 54 figures. A trial was defined 
as the exposure of 9 tigures, with each subject receiving 6 trials 
The subject's task was to learn appropriate Single-letter respon-
ses to the concepts. stimuli were presented by means ot a mem-
ory drum at a 3:3 second rate (3 seconds tor the st~lus and 3 
seconds for the stimulus and response together). Learning was by 
the anticipation method. The subjects were caretully instructed 
on the ditferences between rote learning and concept learning,and 
~ere told to use the concept learning approach to solving the 
task. The independent variable was the length of the intertr1al 
1ntervaL.yhich was 6, 15, 30, or 60 seconds. During these inter-
~rial intervals, subjects were required to name colors from 8 
polor board. Using trials to the criterion of one pertect reci-
~ation as the dependent variable, the 15, 30, .~ 60 second 
~OUP8 all performed better than the 6 second group but did not 
litfer among themselves. The authors conoluded that massed prac-
~ice inhibited performance. These results tailed to support 
~nderwood's hypothesis. 
Brown and Archer (1956) conducted a study using ~eometric 
Porms to caapose tive basic problems, a problem being defined as 
~our coab1nations of two bi-level d~ensions. These dimensions 
rere relevant to solvtng2the problem. Task complexit7 was man-
pula ted by introducing 0, 2, 4, or 6 bits of irrelevant intor-
l~tion. There were 256 instances in the universe. Instances 
ere presented ln 16 trials composed of 16 patte~ each. Inter-
rlal intervals of 0, 30, and 60 seconds were introduoed. I.>urlng 
istrlbuted P1"actioe (30 and 60 seoond lntervals), subJeots named 
e suits and denomlnations ot playing aards. The sttmull were 
e.ant.d .uoces81vel7 b7 means ot • projector and subJeots re-
ponded by ppe.81ng buttons to ldentity the cate80%7 to w111ch the 
ttePll belonged. AcouraOJ' rather than speed wall stressed by thG 
truotlollS. The taak we. $-])80e4, wlth the sUbJeot oontrolling 
-
he leasth ot 8t~lu8 .xpo~e. ~ dependent .arlable. were 
he number ot correot H8pOll8e •• errors, an4 t1m. per trlal. 
esults shoved no main eltect due to the int.ririal lnterval, but 
here "'8 .. s!pUl.ant fruls X Rests lot"80t1011 1nd.ioat.1Dg 
bat dlatributed praotice was ta.l11tat1ve at .. later stage 1n 
eamma. Sinoe .ach wbjeot bad onl.7 16 trla18, the authors 
elt tbat tbis faoilitation due to distributed praotice would 
ve been more P1"Onounoed 1t ~e trials had beea given. 
Underwood (1951) ran two studies to t •• t the etteot of lUsaed 
ad distributed practica on a OODe.pt l.arnlng task whloh employed 
e,.bal at1mu.li Nther thaD ,eometr1c 10l'lUl. Tbz' •• 118ts ot oon-
.pta w.~. oon.truoted, eaoh 118t ex-.plU71ns tour concepts. 
,.. W~. tour e:UllPles of eaoh oonoept I whloh resulted 1n eaoh 
lat oont.ining But.en words. The w01'48 uaed were nouns ell01t-
as oOlaOn senae !apr.a.ions. The three 11ats 41fte"...d onl,. In 
he degree ot lntNllst s1al1arlt7 (degre. of overlap tOl' des-
riptl •• oharacterlstios of different ooueepte). St~ll were 
es ented by mo.ns ot • meta017 drum. The sub j eo t made a h7Pothe-
sis about the concept during each presentation, followed b7 ! 
1ntorming him of the correctness or incorrectness of his bJpothe-
sis. Subjeots reoeived intertrial intervals of 4 or 30 seconds. 
Groups were compared on 10 learning trials, using the number of 
correct responses as the dependent variable. No signitioant main 
eftect was found although the trends were in the direction ot 
distributed practioe. 
It is d1tfioult to 1nterp~et the ettects ot the intertrial 
interval in the precedina experim.ents of Oseas and Underwood, and 
Brown and Aroher. The tasks utilized in these studies introduced 
• rote learn1D& oomponent which contributed to a ver7 substantial 
portion ot the total score. Richardson and Bergum (1954) have 
~emonstrated that the rote learning component tends to obscure 
~h. aotual process ot ooncept learning. Dominowski (1965) in his 
review of ... ory ettect. operative in conoept tormation ba. point-
~ out tbat as the rote learning oomponent ot a task increases, 
~istributed praotioe is more like17 to have a taoilitative effect. 
~lso, as the number ot total trials increases, the rote learning 
~omponent oontributes more to the total soore making it appear 
that distributed praotice bas a facilitative ettect. In view ot 
~ese t1n4inas and critiques one cannot be oertaln it increases in 
~he tntertrlal tntepyal faoilitated concept learning per!! as re-
ported in the.studles ot Oseas and. Underwood, and. Brown and Archer, 
)1' faoilitated the rote learning task which was the indirect 
D.easure ot concept atta:lmaent. Another problem which oonfounds 
~he issue in both ot these studies is that spaoed intervals 
were filled with such unrelated tasks as color naming. It would 
seem that these tasks should have caused some interference in con 
cept attainment, yet this was not the case. This would further 
suggest that the spacing had its positive effect on the rote 
learning component of the task rather than on the concept learn-
ing component. 
Another factor which is relevant to the discussion of prac-
tice distribution in concept attainment is that of stimulus se-
quence effects. In evaluatIng the etfect of the intertrial in-
terval in studies which utilize a receptIon paradigm, one must 
consider the inter-relationship among the stimuli presented to 
the subject by!. In the following studies which investigated 
stimulus sequenoe effects, one should note that the intertrial 
interval is not oonceived of as 8 "rest period" or "time out" 
introduced between the presentation of stimuli, but rather a 
"time out" in which instances of "other" concepts are presented 
to a subject. Underwood (1952) QJpothesized that greater tem-
poral contiguity among representations of the S8me concept will 
lead to taster learning ot that concept. The closer in time in-
stances ot the given concept occur, the more rapid will be the 
concept attainment. Newman (1956) tested this prediction using 
a paired-associates procedure where subjeots had to give an 
appropriate letter response to 8 class of geometric tigures. He 
used tour-attribute concepts with two dimensions relevant and two 
irrelevant. Ntne ditterent ooneepts were to be learned, with 
nine instances of each concept exposed to the subjects. A trial 
was defined 8S the presentation of nine instances. Each subject 
received nine trials. The "Low Contiguity" condition was manip-
ulated by presenting one instance of each concept per trial. 
ltl1th "High Contiguity," six of the instances of a concept were 
presented in close proximity, the average separation between them 
being 4.55 instanoes of "other" concepts. Each subject attempted 
to learn under various contiguity conditions. The dependent Yar-
iables were number of conoepts learned and number of errors. 
Results were significant in favor of the "High Contiguity" con-
dition in which conoept instances had greater temporal oontigu-
ity. Since a repeated measures design was utilized, the possi-
bility of "learning ettects" me,. haTe oontributed to~the re-
sults. 
Kurtz and HoTland. (1956) oompared oontlgui ty ett ec ts in a 
situation where eaoh subjeot was presented with only a single 
oontlgu1ty oonditlon. The stimuli used were geometric forms 
varying on five two-valued dt.ensions. There were tour instances 
ot eaoh ot eight concepts. Subjeots had to learn the appropriate 
letter response to stimuli. There were two methods of presen-
tation: for one ~OUPI all four instances ot a single ooncept 
were presented in succession (unmixed presentation); tor the 
other group (mixed presentation), two instanoes ot one concept 
were always separated bJ one Or more instances of another con-
oept. Performance was measured by the number of correct iden-
tifications, and by means of a verbal descriptions test in which 
~ was requ1red to g1ve common stimulus propert1es to the nonsense 
syllable def1n1ng the oonoept. Results were s1gn1f1cant 1n fa-
vor of the group reoe1v1ng the unmixed cond1tion, on the verbal 
descript10ns test. In rev1ew1ng th1s study Bourne (1966) states 
that the most likely interpretation of the findings is based on 
memory interference resulting trom the interpolation ot instan-
ces of irrelevant concepts between example. ot aDT one given con-
cept. He maintains that a subjeot must retain sufficient Wor-
matien from posltlve 1nstance. of a given concept in order to 
abstract their relevant or deltn'ng charaoteristics. In the un-
mixed pre.entation ot h1lb contigu1ty condition, these memoP7 re-
quirements are m1n~lzed thereby faci11tating concept attainment. 
Peterson (1962) var1ed contigu1ty between groups by using 
as stt.uli geometric figures baving a variable number ot three-
valued dimensions. The 1ndependent variables were the peroen-
tage that various dimensioDa were relevant, and the method of 
presentation. In Homogeneous Presentation, three instances of 
the same concept were repeatedly shown until the subjects made 
the correct response three times consecut1vely by pressing keys. 
In Heterogeneous Presentation, each set of three instances con-
tained one instance of each of the three conoepts to be learned. 
The dependent variables were trials to criterion and number of 
oorrectly identified dimensions. On both ot these measures, Ho-
mogeneous presentation was significantly superior. Peterson in-
terpreted her results in the following manner: the superiority 
of Homogeneous Presentation m.ay have .>Pesulted from the closer 
proximity of instances of a given concept, or another possibility 
is that the absence of interference from presentation of instan-
ces ot'.'ker concepts permitted faster learning. Peterson ran 
a second expertment to investigate these alternatives. The prob-
lems were presented using the homogeneous sequence while preser-
ving the exact temporal ordering of the instances in the related 
heterogeneous condition of the previous experiment. The inter-
vals were tilled with a digit cancellation task for one group and 
lett untilled tor another. The control subjects learned the 
problems ustng the hasogeneoUB condition ot the previous experi-
ment. Using the same measures ot performanee as in the first 
experfment, Peterson tound significant differenees onl7 tor the 
most d1tticult problema, aDd for the untilled-tilled intervals. 
She oonclUded that It was not the massed praotioe efteet that 
made the homogeneous condition superior to the heterogeneous oon-
dltion in the tirst experimeat, but that the interterenoe etfect 
(from the introduotion ot instances of other concepts or the 
digit oancellation) impaired conoept attainment in the hetero-
geneous oondi tion. 
Bourne and Jennings (1963) investigated sttmulus sequence 
ettects by manipulating four degrees of instance contiguity. 
The task presented to the subjects involved the assignment of 
numerals to various combinations of an upper and lower case 
letter. Stmuli were presented successively and atter each pre-
sentation the subject received feedb.ck:::as to the correctness or 
incorrectness ot his response. The task was ~-paced in that the 
subject determined the length of stimulus exposure. Contiguity 
was defined in terms of the conditional probability that another 
instance of the same concept would immediately follow was 8/32, 
14/32, 20/32, or 26/32 for the various groups. The dependent 
variable was the number ot inoorrect responses in 256 trials. 
Results showed that performance improved 1inear17 with increased 
oontiguity_ In reviewing this study, Dominowski (1965) states 
that since the rate of presentation was subject paced and there-
tore variable, the results support the hypothesis that interfer-
enoe due to interpolated instanoes of other concepts is more ~­
portant than the temporal tactor per !!. 
A different approaoh to investigating the role of temporal 
tactors 1ft cODOept attatn.ent other than "practice distribution" 
and "st1mu1us sequence ett •• ts· has been taken ..,,. Bol11'lle and his 
associates. In comparing Bournefs research design to that of the 
studies previousl,. oited dealing with distribution ot practice, 
one must distinguish between a postfeedback intervs1 and an inter-
trial interval. Earlier studies utilizing an intertrial interval 
allowed the subject a rest period atter eve~ ~th number ot st~­
uli, or trial block was presented. In Bournefs studies he util-
izes a postteedbaok interval which allows the subject a rest 
period atter each sttBulus is presented. Bourne (1966) maintains 
thlt the use ot a postteedbaok interval mintmlzes memory ettects 
whereas the intertrial interval does not~ He h7Pothesizes that 
it during the rest period 8 subjeot does indeed utilize relevant 
information in arriving at 8 solution to the problem, the prob-
bility of forgetting significant blts of information Is lessened 
hen a postteedback interval is used rather than an Intertrial 
ormation. 
The fewer the number ot st~li (or trials) between 
the less the chance of forgetting significant in-
The research of Bourne and his assooiates tollows this same 
(a) By.eans ot a stripfl1m projector, geo-
etric patterns are presented one at a t~e to the subject; 
b) The subjeot's categorizing response to the stimulus is made 
y presstng one of a number ot avallable keys; (c) The tmmed1-
te withdrewl of the st~ulu8 and presentation of informative 
eedback that s1gnlla the oerrect response; (d) A brief post-
eedback interval whioh 1s untilled i8 introduced. UtI11zing 
his experimental desip Bourne and Bunderson (196) used. a 3 x 
X 2 factorial design with tbrae lengths ot postteedback inter-
al (1. 5, and 9 seoonds), aDd two degrees ot task complexity 
1 and 5 irrelevant stimuluS d~enslons). U.ing number of errors 
s the dependent variable, results indioated that performance 
raved linearly with inureases in the postteedback tntervsl, 
increa.e. In this Interval were more facilitative In 
of greater oomplexity. The authors interpreted their re-
as suggesttng that ooncept learning does not take plaoe 
ediately and automatically as a tunctlon of informatIve feed-
It this were the oas., length of the postieedback 
nteryal should have no unique eftect .n performance. Rather the 
uthol'S maintained that the data indioate that subjeots used the 
postfeedback interval to memorize, rehearse, or otherwise process 
the information they bad been given by the stimulus and its ac-
companying feedback. 
Bourne, Guy, Dodd, and Justesen (1965) ext~nded the previous 
study by combining four lengths of postfeedback interval (1, 9, 
17, and 2$ seconds), and the same two degrees of task oomplexity 
as in the previous study. They found that performance improved 
then became worse with 1n~reases in the interval, the optimal 
length being greater 1n mere complex problems. The authors in-
terpreted this observed optimizing and subsequent deterioration 
of performanoe under longer postfeedback intervals as suggesting 
an interference ettect that accumulated during and across the in-
tervals, eventually overcoming the gains due to moderate post-
'eedbaok interval durations. Bourne et al. attributed this in-
terference to loss of memory tor information provided by previ-
ously displa7ed instances ot the concept. They found that per-
formanoe did not deteriorate, even with the longest postfe.dback 
interval used, when they modified their prooedure and allowed 
sttmulus patterns to remain available to the subJeot during the 
postleedbaok tnterval. 
Bourne et al. (1965) also demonstrated that use of an s-
paced 8t~ulus interval tn plaoe ot the usuel !-paced stimulus 
interval did not ilter the efteot produoed by the postfeedbaok 
interval. Subjects did not seem to oompensate lor short post-
leedbaok intervals b7 lengthening the stimulus interval. 
In reviewing Bourne's studies, Pikas (1966) states that 
the postfeedback facilItation effect in concept learning is con-
oeptually similar to the effect of "maturity" or "settlement" in 
learning which has been demonstrated on other laboratory tasks. 
Using mediational theory, PIkas hypothesizes that during the op-
timal postfeedback interval the organism is able to "oode" and 
"recode" stimulus information to its best advantage, and there-
by more quickly arrive at a solution to the problem. 
The facilitative ettect of the postteedback interval has 
been clearly demonstrated in the previously oited research of 
Bourne et al. (1963, 1965) in whioh a reception paradigm was 
utilized. There are several characteristics ot this paradigm 
which should be noted. First, instances of the stimuli are pre-
sented one at a t1me or successively to~. Second, the ~ re-
~ponds to a st~ulus instanee by placing it into one of a num-
ber of available oategories provided by!_ Third,! determines 
whioh instances ot the stimuli wl1l be presented to.§. An al-
ternative methodological approach to investigating conoept at-
tainment is the seleotion paradigm, as exemplified by the work 
of Bruner, Goodnow, and Au.stin (1956). With this method the en-
tire sttmulus universe is presented in full or stmultaneously to 
~, aDd on the basis ot this the ~ selects st~lus instances 
whioh he fe.la are relevant to the solution ot the problem. 
Oharacteristic of the selection paradigm then, is stmultaneous 
presentation ot stimuli, and the allowance of S to choose stim-
ulus instances to which he will respond. 
In regard to the first ditterence between these two para-
digms, that is, type of stImulus presentation, Bourne, Goldstein, 
and Link (1964) have demonstrated that these two types of sttm-
ulus presentation are not dichotomous, but rather endpoints on a 
continuum of st~ulus availability. If this is the oase, one 
would expeot that the facilItative effect of the postfeedback in-
terval as demonstrated in the Bourne studIes utIlizing sucoessive 
presentation, would also be operative under the condition of si-
multaneous presentation of stImuli. In order to test this inter-
pretation, the present stud7 introduced three lengths of post-
feedbaok interval (0, 15, and 30 seoonds), into a ooncept attain-
ment task utilizing the Bruner method of simultaneous presenta-
tion of sttmuli. There were two degrees of task oomplexity (2 
and 4 attribute concepts). Using "number of card choices to so-
lution", and the erPor scores of "number of untenable hypotheses" 
and "percentage of untenable hypotheses" as the dependent vari-
ables, it was bJPotheslzed that increases in the postfeedbaok in-
terval would facilitate conoept attainment. 
The seleotion paradigm wh10h was emplo7ed in the present 
study also provides additional measures of performanoe whioh the 
reoeption paradigm does not. Because it allows a subject to 
choose hIs own stimulus instances, the seleotion paradigm provides 
! with information about the strategy being used b7 ~ to solve a 
problem. Bruner et a1. (1956) have distinguished two basic seleo-
tion strategies of foousing and scanning in ooncept attainment. 
In foousing, ~ tests the relevance of all the possible hypotheses 
involved in a partioular attribute or attributes by choosing • 
card differing in one (conservatlve focusing) or more (focus 
gambling) attributes from a positive focus card. In scanning, S 
tests specific bypotheses, elther singly (successive scanning) or 
all at.onoe (s1multaneous soanning) or In 80me intermediate num-
ber. In general, tocusing is 8 more successtul strategy in terms 
of mintmlzing card cholees to solutIon, which Bruner et al. (1956) 
interpret as due to the more diffioult m_0l'7 requirements ot 
se.ma i ng. Laughlin (1966) found that tOUl' attribute ooncepts re-
sulted in more use ot toousing s1;rate87 than two attribute con-
eepta, with no ditterenoe in the use of soannlng strategy_ In 
the present study It was hJ'pothesized that thia tlnding would be 
replloated. 
In addltlon to iuvestlgatiQs the function ot tbe postteed-
baok interval in concept attainaent, tbe present stud7 explored 
the relatlonship between a subjeot's peroeptual sty-le and his 
performance on ooncept attainment problems. Researob b7 wltkin 
(1951, 1954), and Witkin et al. (1962) has demonstrated two per-
ceptual styles, field-independenoe and fleld-dependence. The 
fleld-independent &t71e is an anal7tioal, active mode ot dealing 
with the perceptual field whereas the field-dependent strle rep-
resents a global, passive mode ot operatlon. Witkln bas estab-
lished that these peroeptual strla. are operative in a vapietr of 
both peroeptual and intellectual activlties. One of the tests 
used to measure perceptual strle is the Embedded Pigures Test 
which requires ~ to separate an item from an embedding oontext of 
a field. The valldlt}' of the Em.bedded Figures as a measure of 
.2's ability to overcome the effects of an embedding oontext has 
been demonstrated by Witkin (1951 .. 1954) .. 1i4_tk1n at a1. (1962) .. 
and Karp (1963). The reliability of the test has been established 
in studies by Bauman (1951), Linton (1952), Longenecker (1956), 
Gardner at a1. (1960), and Witkin et 81. (1962). 
One ot the tactors contributing to neceashl perto~nce on 
the t7Pe ot ooncept attaiament problem emp1a,red in the present 
study seeaed to involve the use ot an anal7t1oal perceptual style. 
This field-independent style might be manUested b,- ,§,'s ability 
to !nitlall., separate the st1Jaulus dimensions ot the oonoept at-
tainment displa." and maintain this separation throughout the 
task. Using "number ot card choioes to solutlon-, "number ot un-
tenable h::rPotheses", aDd~p.roenta8e ot untenable hypotheses" as 
the dependent measures ot conoeptuel pertormance, it was bJpothe-
sized that there would be 8 slgn1tlcant relationship between the 
"field-1M.pendent" pereeph.al _tTle (as measured b7 the Witkin 
Embedded Pl~es Te.t), and ~'. p.rto~nQe on the concept attain-
ment p~obl_s. 
In 81D1J11l17. it was the pr1mal'7 purpose ot this present stud.,.. 
to 1nYest1gate the function ot the postte.dbaok interval in a con-
cept attalDment problem utIlizing a seleotion paradigm in whioh 
st1mull wva presented s1m:ultaneousl,. to.§.. It was the secondary 
purpose ot this rese.roh to tnYestigete the relationship between 
e subjeot's pvoeptual 8",le, as aeasUl"ed b7 Witkin's Embedded 
Figures Test, and hi8 abIlIty to solve conoept attainment prob-
CHAPTER II 
METHOD 
Design and ,ubjects •• - A 2 X 3 X 3 repeated measures fac-
torial design was used with the variables: (a) number of rel-
evant problem attributes (two or four); (b) length of post-
feedback interval (0, 15, or 30 seconds); (c) problems (three per 
subject). Six male and six female college students were randomly 
a.sillled to each of the six conditions. 
St~Uf displays and probl .... -- An ektachrome slide of a 
geoaetric form display "as used as the stimulus. The original 
display board which was photographed wa. a 28" by 44ft white 
.. sterboard, containing an 8 X 8 array of 64, 2%" by 4" cards 
drawn in colored ink with dar. outlines. The 64 cards repre-
sented all possible combinations of six attributes with two lev-
el. of each. The form di.play cODsisted of the following attrib-
ute. and values: (1) shape: square or triangle, (2) size: large 
or small, (3) number: one or two, (4) color: red or green, 
(5) pattern: striped or solid, and (6) borders: one or two. 
,t:. 
The slide made of this display was a clear reproduction which 
retained all the formal detail and color of the original board. 
The slide image was projected to a size of approximately 10" by 
14". 
The attributes and values were listed on a reference card 
which .! could use throughout the experiment. 
Each problem and initial focus card for each S were randomly 
-
selected from the total subset of possible ~o-attribute and 
four-attrlbute problems. All Ss were given one practice and 
-
three test problems. 
Procedure.-- The usual Bruner-type presentation was altered 
to allow for the introduction of a postfeedback interval in four 
of the experimental conditions (the two remaining conditions re-
ceived no postfeedback interval and remained unaffected). In 
these four condition. the temporal factor was introduced in the 
following .ay: After.! had chosen an instance and either 
<a) made a hypothesis about the concept and was informed of the 
correctness or incorrectness by 1. or (b) in the ease where §. 
did not make a hypothesis a"d informed E of this fact, the stim-
-
ulus board <slide) was removed for the appropriate length of 
tfme and reappeared after the postfeedback interval bad elapsed. 
Jlemoval if the board wa. controlled by E who covered the lens 
-
of the slide projector with an opaque disc for the alotted period 
of time. ! used a stopwatch to timt~ the length of thepos tfeed-
back interval. The postfeedback interval was therefore defined 
as the length of time ranging from !'s informative feedback 
(followed by the removal of the stimulus), to the t~e when the 
attmulus board (slide) waa revealed to S for the next trial. 
-
The task still remained subject paced in that ! determined the 
length of time the stimulus was exposed before making a hypo-
thesis. The only temporal factor controlled by ! was the length 
of the postfeedback interval. 
The subjects in all conditions received the following 
instructions: 
'You see before you 64 cards with various figures on them. 
The cards vary in the shape of the figure on them, fhe !!!!. of 
the figure, the number 2! f!l9tes. the color of the figure, the 
"ttem of the figure, and the n!.1l!lber .it IIordera surrounding the 
cards. These six qualities of the stimuli, that is, the shape, 
size, numbeli color, pattern and n\lDber of borders are called 
1 
attributes. Bach attribute baa cwo values (! is given the ref-
erence card and ! illustrates by pointing to examples on the 
board). The attribute of size has two values large or &mall, 
the attribute of number of figures has two values one or two, 
the attribute of color has two values red or gree~, the attribute 
of pattem has two values striped or solid, and the attribute 
number of borders has two values one or two. 
We are interested in grouping these cards on the basis of 
a certain number of attribute values they share in common. This 
basis for grouping. or the principle by which we group the cards 
is called • concept. The type of concepts we will be dealing 
with are called conjunctive concepts. A conjunctive concept is 
illustrated by a set of cards which share a certain number of 
values in oOllllOn. We wl11 be grouping the cards on the basis 
of 2 (or 4) values tbey share in COllllWm. <! gives two examples 
of a 2 (or 4) value concept ad then asks ! to point out all the 
exemplars of a 2 (or 4) value concept). 
What we will be doing in the remaining portion of this 
exper1mea.t is basically the Mae type of grouping problem. It 11 
have a concept in mind that certain carda before you will illus-
trate and others will 1'lOt. hoWever. thia time it will be your 
ta.k to determine what the concept is that I'm thinking of. 
You viii go about this 111 the follering way. I'll begin by 
pointing to a card which is 111cluded in the concept. that is. 
one of the group of cards which exemplifies the concept I have 
1n Iliad. You will then select any card you wish ( by pointing to 
it with the pointer) that you feel will provide you with some 
information as to what the concept is I'm thinking of. If the 
card you select i. included in the concept I will tell you "yes". 
and if it is not included in the concept I will tell you "no". 
Notice, that if you get a "yes" it means that both (or all four) 
values of the concept are on the card, otherwise you will get a 
"no" • <! gives an example and points out the difference between 
a complete positive instance, a partial positive instance, and 
a negative instance). After you receive your "yea" or "no", 
you will then have the opportunity to make a hypothesis or guess 
as to what you think the concept is. I will inform you 1£ your 
guesa is correct or not. You can only offer one hypothesis 
after each card is chosen. If you do not wish to make a hypothe-
sis after certain card choices you don't have to. You will con-
tinue thi8 procedure of choo8ing cards one at a time, me giving 
you a "y •• " or "no" depending on whether the card you select is 
included in the concept, and then you making a hypotheais if you 
wish, until you have solved the problem. The problem i. solved 
when you give me a correct hypothesis which tells me what the 
concept is Itm thinking of. 
The amount of time you take to solve the problem is unim-
portant. Also, if you should make some incorrect hypotheses 
after card choice. this is only of secondary importance. The 
object is to solve the problem by using as fn card choices a. 
pos.ible. This is the most important thing." 
In the four conditions where the postfeedback interval was 
introduced t the following additional inatructiona vere given to 
!8. Thes. were given ffter!!! fir.~ card choice~!b! prac-
tice problem: 
ttorhere 1. another .tep ln the problem that I should like to 
introduce at this time. After you have choseD. a card and either 
<a> given a hypothuis t or (b) told me "no hypothesis" if you do 
not wish to make one t I will remove the display board from the 
screen <! illustrate.) for a certalnperiod of time. After this 
time period has elapsed the display wl11 reappear <l illustratea) 
and you wl11 then continue on and .elect another card for testing. 
The d1aplay will be :removed after every card choice. What you 
are to do during this time period when the board i8 off the 
screen. i. use the information you have accumulated 80 far aftd 
work on an aaner to the problem. In effect what is bappen1n& is 
that you are being given a fttime out" between card choices to 
" think about an answer to the problem. <! begins the practice 
problem onee again and introduce. the po.tfeedback inte',t'Val 
between card choic .. ). 
After each S bad completed the concept attainment problema 
-
he was administered the Embedded Figures Test. This test devel-
oped by Witkin i. compo.ed of 24 complex figures (Black and 
White. and Colored de.1gna). in each of which a .imple figure i. 
ccm.cealled. A .impl. figure ia shown to ! for 15 second. and then 
removed. The complex figure is then presented and it is st s 
-
task to locate the stmple figure within the complex one. A max-
~ of S minutes is allowed per figure. If S forgets wbat the 
-
simple figure looks like. he is allowed to re-examine it while 
the complex figure bas been removed. The follOWing instructions 
were given to 1 prior to the tasks 
"1 am going to show you a series of colored designs. Each 
time 1 show you one of these designs, I want you to describe the 
overall pattern that you see in it. After examining each deSign, 
I will show you a simpler figure which is contained in that larget: 
design. You will then be given the larger design again, and 
your job will be to locate the smaller figure in it. Let us go 
through ODe to show you how itts done. (! is given a practice 
probl_. and upon locating the figure he is told by !>: Would 
you now trace the figure with this (blunt stylus) without touch-
ing the paper. 
(l is then told): This is how we will proceed on all trials. 
1 would like to add that in every case the _ller figure will 
always be present in the larger design. It will always be in the 
upright position. There may be several of the .. ller figures in 
the same larger design, but you are to look only for the one in 
the upright position. This means that any reversal of the figure, 
either a top-bottom or right-left reversal. will be regarded as 
incorrect. Work as quickly as you possibly can, since I will be 
timing you, but be sure that the figure you find is exactly the 
same as the original figure, in size, proportions, and position. 
As soon as you have found the figure. tell me at onee. If you 
ever forget what the small figure looks like. you may ask to see 
it again. Are there any questions'" 
CHAPTER III 
RESULTS 
The data tor the oonoept attainment problems were analyze 
for the dependent variables card ohoioes to solution, foousing 
strategy, soanning strategy, number of untenable hypotheses, a ~ 
peroentage of untenable hypotheses. These measures were then or-
related with soores from the Embedded Figures Test. 
Card choices to solution. The mean card choices to solut on 
tor the six groups are given in Table 1, and the results of t1 e 
analysis of variance tor card choioes are in Table 2. 
Table 1 
Mean Card Choices to solution over Three Test Problems 
Two Attributes Four Attributes Total 
0" Interval 18.83 22.41 41.24-
15" Interval 17.50 16.33 33.83 
30" Interval 13.33 12.58 25.91 
Total 49.66 51.32 
2 
Table 2 
Anal,..i. ot Varlanoe tor Card Cholces to Solutlon 
Sovo. d.f. 115 F 
-
Attributes (It ) 1 1.8S 
Intet"'9'a1 (1) 2 111.60 6 • .31* 
It X I 2 1.3.84 
ErPOr (D) 66 18.4.5 
Prob1eJU (p) 2 .32.19 2.00 
P X A 2 18.98 1.16 
P X I 4. 14..51 
P X A X I 4- 79.51 
Error (w) 132 16 • .36 
*p <.005 
The only significant effect tor card choices to solution 
over three test problems was the highly significant one tor the 
postfeedback interval (E (1,66)=6.37, ~<.005). since there was 
no signiticant difterence tor number of attributes, Duncan 
Multiple Range Comparisons were pertormed between the three post-
feedbaok intervals summing over attributes. Comparisons resulted 
in a significant difterence in performance between the Oft inter-
val group and the 30ft interval group (£~.Ol), but not between 
the On and 15n groups, or the 15ft and 30n interval groups. (See 
Appendix 1). 
Foouslpg stratesz. Pocusing strategy was scored according 
to two rules; (Rule 1) Each card choice had to obtain information 
on one new attribute. New information 'iSS obtained it the card 
choice altered on1~ one attribute not previously proven irrele-
vant (conservative foous1na), or, it more than one attribute was 
altered (tocusing gambling), the instance was either positive or 
the ambIguous informat'.on oorrectly resolved on the next card by 
altering only one attribute. (Rule 2) If a bJpothesis was made 
it bad to be tenable considering the information available. 
Untenable hypotheses were of two types: (a) a bJpothesis tor a 
value ot an attribute when the other value ot the attribute had 
previously occured on a positive instance, e.g., the b7Pothesis 
"red square" when 8 green instanoe had been positive, (b) a hypo-
thesis which had previously ocourred on 8 negative instano$, e.g., 
the hypothesis "red square" when an instance with a red square bad 
been negative. Eaoh card choice end acoompanying hypothesis that 
satisfied these two rules was counted as an instance of foousing, 
and the total number of such instances was divided by the total 
number of card choices to give a oOntinuous focusing score from 
.00 to 1.00. 
The means for the six groups for focusing strategy are given 
in Table 3, and the results of the analysis of variance for fo-
cusing are given in Table 4. The graph tor the A X I interaction 
for focusing strategy i8 shown in Figure 1. 
Table 3 
Mean Focusing Strategr over Three Test Problems 
Two Attl!'ibutes FOUl" Attributes Total 
0" Interval 1.89 1.<]0 3.79 
15" Interval 1.68 2.02 3.70 
30" Interval 2.22 2.12 4.34-
'otal 5.79 7.04 
Table 14-
Analysis ot Variance tor Focusing strategy 
Souroe !!:!..:.. 1,18 F 
Attributes (A) 1 .04 
Int."a1 (I) 2 .24 2.00 
A X I 2 .36 3.61* 
Error (B) 66 .10 
Problems (p) 2 .13 1.57 
P X A 2 .13 1.53 
P X I 4 .02 
P X A X I 4 .06 
Error Oil 132 .08 
*E< .05 
11ean 
Focusing 
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None of the three rosin effects ot ett~lbutes, Int~al or 
problems was sIgnificant for focusing st~.tegy. ~~e onl7 8igni-
ficant interaotion effect wss between attributes and tnt."yal, 
(l (2,66)-3.61, .2 <.05). Duncan }>Iultiple Range Compex-leona were 
performed to test fox- significant d1tte~ences between the three 
postteedbaek intervals fox- two attribute problema, end tor tour 
attribute problema. With respect to two attx-lbute px-oblema, the 
group whIch reoeived the 30n postfeedbeck interval used S!gn1ti-
cant17 mox-a focusing then the group x-eeeivtng the 15" Intepya1 
(,2 -<.05). Howeverl there vIera no Ble:n1ficant dIfferences in to-
ousing between the 30n interval group and the 0" interval 8l'oup. 
(See Apr·andb 2). For the tour attribute problema, there wwe no 
s1gn1tloant d1tferences In focusing between the three interyal 
groups. (See Appendix 2). 
Dunoan Nul tip1e Range Oomparisons we~e a180 made between 
two and tOUl- attribute problema ~ecelvlng the seme length of post 
feedback interval. Tbe~e was significantly more focusing on the 
four attribute problems than on two attribute problems fo~ the 
15" postteedbaok interval (~~.05). There were no signifioant 
differences in focusing between two and four attribute problems 
tor both the 0" interval and the 30" into"el. (See .l\ppendbt 3). 
SAaoni. strateR'_ Scanning strategy' was soored by eODJ,per 
eaoh card in turn with the gIven problem card. If the selected 
oard was positive, all concepts dIffering on the given and selec-
ted cards w~e eliminated; it the seleoted card was negative, 811 
concepts Identical on the given and selected cards l.:ere eliminate • 
The total of the number of concepts thue eliminated plus those 
concepts eliminated by direct hypotheses has then divided by the 
total number of card choices on the problem in order to give the 
average number of concepts eliminated per card choice. This 
measure was considered an index of scanning. 
The means for the six groups for scanning strategy are given 
in Table 5. and the results of the analysis of varIance for 
scanning are given in Table 6. 
Table 5 
Mean Scanning strategy over Three Test Problems 
Two Attributes Four AttrIbutes Total 
0" Interval .31.24 29 • .39 60.63 
15" Interval 32.47 29.15 61.62 
.30" Interval 34.16 32.08 66.24 
Total 97.87 90.62 
Table 6 
Analysis ot Variance tor Scanning Strategr 
Souroe d.t. MS F 
-
Attributes (A) 1 .35.01 1.94 
Interval (I) 2 17.95 
A X I 2 1.21 
Error (B) 66 18.11 
Problems (p) 2 29.08 1.50 
P X A 2 2.97 
P X I 4 12.41 
P X A X I 4 .51 
Error (w) 1.32 19.39 
None of the three main effeets of attributes, interval or 
problems were significant for scanning strategy. Likewise none 
of the interactions were significant. 
Untenable hzpotheses. Untenable hypotheses have previously 
been defined in conjunction with the scoring for focusing strat-
egy (see above). The means for the six groups for number of un-
tenable hypotheses per problem over three test problems are given 
in Table 7, and the analysis of variance tor this measure is giv-
en in Table 8. 
Table 7 
Mean Number ot Untenable Hypotheses over Three Test Problems 
Two Attributes 
0" Interval 6.33 
15" Intel'Val 5.66 
30" Intel'Val 3.42 
Total 15.41 
Four Attributes Total 
3.58 
4.91 
3.25 
11.74 
9.91 
10.51 
6.61 
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Table 8 
Analysis of Variance for Untenable Hypotheses 
Source !h!.:. NS Ii' 
Attributes (A) 1 7.78 
Interval (I) 2 8.39 1.03 
A X I 2 4.24 
Error (B) 66 8.16 
Problems (p) 2 6.68 
P X A 2 17.00 2.26 
P X I 4 6.19 
P X A X I 4 12.38 1.65 
Error (W) 132 7.50 
None of the main effects of attributes, intervals or prob-
lema were signifioant for untenable hypotheses. Likewise none of 
the interactions were significant. 
Percentase of Untenable Hypotheses. The percentage of un-
tenable hypotheses per problem was computed in the following man-
ner: Number of untenable hypotheses per problem (previously de-
fined) was divided by the total number of card ohoices for the 
problem, and then this quotient was multiplied by one hundred. 
The means for the six groups tor percentage of untenable hy-
potheses per problem over three test problems are given in Table 
9, and the analysis of variance for this measure is given in 
Table 10. 
Table 9 
Peroentage ot Untenable Hypotheses per Problem 
over Three Test Problems 
Two Attributes Four Attributes 
On Interval 52.71 37.22 
15" Interval 72.04 58.67 
.30" Interval 42.14 41.40 
Total 166.89 1.37.29 
Total 
89.93 
130.71 
8.3.54 
Table 10 
Analysis of Variance tor Peroentage of Untenable Hypotheses 
Souroe d.f. riIS F 
-
Attributes (A) 1 594.77 1.12 
Interval (I) 2 1299.8.3 2.42 
A X I 2 122.30 
Error (B) 66 536.52 
Problems (p) 2 37.34 
P X A 2 234.76 
P X I 4 40.81 
P X A X I 4 531.93 1.21 
Error (w) 132 440.86 
None of the main effects of stt~ibutes, interval or problems 
were significant, or were any of the interactions for peroentage 
of untenable bJpotheses. However, there was a trend toward sig-
nifioance tor the effect ot the interval (! (2,66)-2.42, E < .10). 
nunoan Multiple Range Comparisons were PGrformed between the 
three intervals summing over attributes. There was 8 significant 
difference in performanoe between the 30" interval group and the 
15" interval group (,2 <.05), but not between the 30" and 0" 
groups, or the 15" and 0" groups. (See Appendix 1). 
Table 11 
Intercorrelatlons of Response Heasures, All Intervals (d.t.=7l) 
-
Focusing 
Scanning 
#UH 
;;SUR 
*E. < .05 
**£ < .01 
co 
-.753"-1* 
-.246* 
.776** 
.568** 
Focusing 
.154 
-.725** 
-.769** 
Scanning #Uff 
-.076 
-.066 .825** 
Note: Throughout Tables 11-14 the following abbreviations are 
used: CC - Card Choioas; #UH - Number 01' untenable 
hypotheses, %UH - Peroentage 01' untenable hypotheses. 
'l'8ble 12 
Intercorrelations of Response Heasures, 0" Interval (~=23) 
CO Focusing Scanning ~~UH 
Focusing 
-.852* 
Scanning 
-.379 .192 
#UH .802* -.729* -.127 
%UH .71~ -.821* -.161 • 883~~ 
*~ < .01 
Table 13 
Interoorrelations of Response Measures, 15" Interval (d.t'.=23) 
cc Focusing Scanning ~'UH 
Focusing -.608-!ft 
Scanning .028 
-.119 
#UH 
.793* -.608* .178 
%UH .607-!$-
-.636* .175 • 874~r 
*~ < .01 
Table 14 
Intercorre1ations of Response Eeasures, 30n Interval (d.f.=23) 
-
Focusing 
Scanning 
w'-UH 
4UH 7:; 
co 
-.723-lt-
-.061 
.802* 
.552* 
Focusing 
.232 
-.836* 
-.738* 
Scanning ~'UH 
-.126 
-.116 
Table 11 shows the intercorrelations between the five re-
sponse measures across all three of the postleedback intervals. 
There was a significant relationship at the .05 level between 
card choices to solution and scanning strategy (r=-.246). At 
the .01 level, oard choices to solution correlated significantly 
with focusing strategy (1'--.753), with number of untenable hypo-
theses (1'-.776), and with percentage of untenable hypotheses 
(r=.568). There was also a signifioant relationship at the .01 
level between foousing strategy and number of untenable hypothe-
ses (r=-.725), foousing strategy and peroentage of untenable hy-
potheses (r=-.769), and number of untenable hypotheses and per-
centage of untenable hypotheses (r=.825). 
Tables 12-14 show the interoorrelations between the five re-
sponse measures within each of the three postfeedbaok intervals. 
For the On interval the following ll'leasures were signifioant1y re-
lated at the .01 level: oard ohoices to solution and foousing 
strategy (r=-.852), oard ohoices to solution and number of unten-
able hypotheses (r=.802), card choices to solution and percentage 
of untenable hypotheses (r=.7l8), focusing strategy and number of 
untenable hypotheses (r=-.729), foousing strategy and peroentage 
of untenable hypotheses (r=-.82l), number of untenable hypotheses 
and peroentage of untenable bJpotheses (r-.883). For the 15" in-
terval the following measures were significantly related at the 
.01 level: card choices to solution and focusing strategy Cr-
-.608), oard choices to solution and number of untenable hypothe-
ses (r=.793), oard choices to solution and peroentage of unten-
able hypotheses (r-.607), focusing strategy and number of unten-
able hypotheses (r--.608), foousing strategy and percentage of 
untenable h1Potheses (r--.636), and number of untenable hypothe-
ses and percentage of untenable hypotheses (r-.874). For the 30n 
interval the following measures were significantly related at the 
.01 level: card ohoioes to solution and foousing strategy (r= 
-.723), card choices to solution and number of untenable hypothe-
ses (r-.802), card choices to solution and percentage of untenab1 
hypotheses (r-.552), focusing strategy and number of untenable 
hypotheses (r=-.738), number of untenable hypotheses and percen-
tage of untenable hJpotheses Cr-.BIB). 
Embedded Figures Test (EFT). The Embedded Figures Test soor 
was the mean time (in seconds) it took a subject to discover a 
simple figure. A high EFT score reflects a field-dependent or 
global peroeptual approach, whereas s low EFT soore reflects a 
field-independent, or analytical perceptual approaoh. The EFT 
soore for each subject was tntereorrelated with the five response 
measures from the concept attainment task. Table 15 gives the 
intercorralationa between EFT scores and the five response meas-
ures across all three of the postfeedback intervals. Tables 16-
18 shows the intercorrelations betwean EFT scores and the five re-
sponse measures within each of the postleedback intervals. 
Table 15 
Intercorrelations between EFT Scores and Concept At$einment 
Response Measures, All Intervals (d.f.=7l) 
-
CC Scanning 
EFT .174 
Focusing 
-.204 
#UH 
.105 
%UH 
.128 
Note: Throughout Tables 15-18 the following abbreviations are 
used: CC - Card chOices., #UH .. Number ot untenable hy-
potheses, %UH - Percentage of Untenable hypotheses. 
Table 16 
Intercorrelationa between EFT Scores and Concept Attainment 
Response Measures, 0" Interval (d.f.=23) 
EFT 
CC 
.182 
Focusing 
-.253 
Scanning 
-.098 
#UH 
.059 
Teble 17 
Interoorrelations between EFT Scores and Concept Attainment 
Response t1easures" 15 ft Interval (~=23) 
EFT 
cc 
.152 
Focusing 
-.135 
Scanning 
-.119 
Table 18 
#Uff 
.196 .157 
Intercorrelations between EFT Scores and Conoept Attainment 
Response Measures, 30" Interval (d.f.-23) 
-
EFT 
CC 
.251 
Foousing 
-.201 
Soanning #UH 
-.035 -.201 
Tables 15-18 show consistently low intercorrelations between 
EFT soores and the five concept attainment response measures. 
None of these Intercorrelations reached a level of signifioanoe. 
CHAPTER IV 
DISCUSSION 
The major results of this study are as follows: <a) Using 
a selection paradigm there is a significant temporal effect due 
to the poatfeedback interval in a concept attainment task. Thi. 
effect is significant for the response measures number of card 
choices to solution, aad percentale of untenable hypotheses. 
(b) No main effects due to either attributes or problems. 
(c) A significant interaction effect between attributes and inter-
val for the response _.ure focuDg. (d) No significant re1&-
tionahip between Embedded ligures Test 8cores and any of the five 
.... ure. .f conceptual performance. 
While the facilitative effect of the postfeedback interval 
iD COllCept att:au.ent bas been shown ill .tudies by Bourne et al. 
(1963, 1965) uiDg a receptionparadip. to the author's kncJwledge 
this re1attoaship baa DOt been established for a selection para-
digm. Tbe results of the present study demonstrate this effect 
for a research design utilizing a selection paradigm. 
The present study is definitely not comparable with earlier 
studies which investigated the temporal effect in concept forma-
tion from the frame of reference of stimulus sequence effects. 
It was their purpose to investigate the effect of relevant or 
irrelev8.1'lt stimulus material introduced during the intertrial 
interval. In cohttast with these studies, it was the purpose of 
the present study to investigate the function of a "free" or 
"unfilled" interval in concept atta1maent. Likewise, it is 
difficult to compare the result. of the present study with 
earlier studies dealing with practice distribution, ie. Oseas 
8.1'ld Undexweod (1952) f 8.1'ld BrCND and Archer (1956). In addition 
to these earlier investigations employing a reception paradigm, 
intertr1al interval. were introduced oDly after every nth number 
of stf.Du1i (or trial bleck) was presented to 1. In contrast f 
the present study utilised a selection paradigm and al1ewed an 
intertrial (postfeedback) interval after each sttmuiua was pre-
sented to s. 
-
It se... that the present investigation most closely 
apprestmates the earlier research of Bourne and hll associates 
(1963, 1965), although Bourne employed a reception paradigm and 
the present study used a selection paradigm. However, the 
results of 'both the Bourne studies 8.1'ld the present study demon-
strate the facilitative effect produced by the postfeedback 
interval in concept attainment. although both studies used 
different dependent measures. Bourne demonstrated the effect 
using an error score. whereas the present research shows the 
effect for a positive measure of performance (card choices to 
solution), and an error measure (percentage of untenable hypo-
theses). The Bourne studies also established that performance 
improved linearly with 1Dcreases in the postfeedback interval 
and tben deteriorated over longer intervals. The present study 
did 'GOt produce this effect. An extension of the present in-
vestljation in which a greater range of the postfeedback interval 
i8 explored is suggested to test for this effect. In interpret-
ing his results. Boume stllgests that 18 used the postfeedback 
interval to memoriae. rehearae. or otherwise process the infor-
mati_ they bad been given by the stimulus and its accompanying 
feedback. Prom the results of the present study it is difficult 
to theorize .a to the nature of the facilitative effect observed. 
Since there was no main effect demonstrated for either of the 
strategies of focusing or soanning. one cannot attribute the 
effect to the adoption of one specific strategy. For the results 
of the present study it is suggested that the postfeed'back 
facilitation observed in the 30" interval group might have been 
due to A'. incresed att_tion and motivation cauaed by the re-
moval of the stimulus array during the postfeeciback interval. 
However, this interpretation would have to be investigated via 
future research. 
The present study also closely approximates a recent study 
by Laughlin (1966). While the present investigation was 
sfmilar to Laughlin's in the type of paradigm and stimuli used, 
it differed from Laughlin's in method of stimulus presentation 
(slide array), and in its introduction of postfeedback intervals. 
While Laughlin found four attribute concepts resulted in more 
use of focusing than two attribute concepts, more untenable 
hypotheses with two attribute concepts then four, and a signifi-
cant relationship between focusing and scanning strategies, 
the present study failed to replicate these findings. 
In addition to investigating the function of the postfeed-
back interval in concept attainment, the present study explored 
the relationship between perceptual style, as measured by the 
Witkin Imbedded Figures Test, and performance on a conceptual 
task. It was hypothesized that the field-independent or analy-
tical perceptual style was related to measures of conceptual 
performance. Low and non-significant intercorre1ations between 
EFT scores and the five measures of conceptual performance 
failed to support this hypothesis. 
In summary, the present study found a significant effect 
due to the postfeedback interval in a concept attainment task. 
There was a signifioant difference beti.·.reen the 30" and 0" post-
feedback interval groups for the dependent measure card choices 
to solution. There was 8 significant difference between the 30n 
and 15" interval groups for the dependent measure percentage of 
untenable hypotheses. There was also a signifioant interaction 
effect between attributes and interval tor focusing strategy. 
vlbile the facilitation effect due to the postfeedback interval 
has been demonstrated in earlier oonoept attainment research by 
Bourne, a reoeption paradigm was used in these investigations. 
The present study has demonstrated this postfeedback effeot in 
concept attainment for a researoh design utilizing a selection 
paradigm. 
Using the Embedded Figures Test as a measure of perceptual 
style, the present sludy found no significant relationships be-
tween the field-dependent, analytical style and any of the five 
response measures of conceptual performance. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY 
In order to determine the effect of introducing a post-
feedback interval into a concept attainment problem in which 
st~li were presented simultaneously, the performance of 72 
college students was investigated for three concept attainment 
problems. Utilizing a selection paradigm, a 2 X 3 X 3 re-
peated measures factorial design was employed with the variables: 
<a) number of relevant problem attributes (two or four); 
(b) length of postfeedback interval (0, 15, or 30 seconds); 
(c) problems (three per subject). Five dependent measures of 
conceptual performance were: (1) card choices to solution, 
(2) focusing strategy, (3) scanning stra~elJ, (4) number of 
untenable hypotheses, (5) percentage of untenable hypotheses. 
No main effects were found for attributes and problems. Signifi-
cant effects due to the postfeedback interval were found for the 
response measures card choices to solution and percentage of 
untenable hypotheses. A significant interaction between 
attributes and interval for focusing strategy was also found. 
Finally, the present study also investigated the relationship 
between a subject'. perceptual style. .s measured by Witkin's 
Embedded Figures Test, and all five meaaures of conceptual 
performance. There were no significant relationships found 
between perceptual style and any of the five reaporute measures 
of concept attainment. 
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Appendix 1 - Duncan Multle1e RaBSe po~e~1sons to~ SiiP!tlcant 
Differences Between the Three Postteedback Intervals to~ 
Dependent M.8s~es Card Choices to Solution, end Percent-
a6e of Untenable Ibpotbeses. 
Card Choioes t~ Sol,utlon-Etfeet tor Intervals, (0", 12", 30" ). 
1=0" 
I.e" 1=1$" I-30" 
Hean 
-
20.62 
16.91 
12.95 
20.62 16.91 
Dl!'tel'enoe 
II • 
Pero.nt~s~ot Untenable §lP9theses-
Etfect tor Intervals (~". 1~", JO") 
Hean 
-
44.96 
65.35 
41.16 
44.96 
1-15" 
65.35 
Ditterence 
. 
20.39 
12.95 
D1tters,noe 
7.67" 
3.9$ 
1-,30" 
41.76 
Ditterence , 
Appendix 2 - Dunoan Multiple Range Comparisons for Significant 
Differences between the Three Postfeedback Intervals for 
Two Attribute Problems. and for Four Attribute Problems 
for the Dependent Measure Foousing. 
1_0" 
I=lS" 
Foous~ stratesr-Effect for Postfeedback Intervals 
(a", 15", 30"), For Two Attribute Problems. 
Mean 
1.89 
1.68 
1=0" 
1.89 
1=15" 
1.68 
Ditterence 
.21 
1=.,30" 
2.22 
Differenoe 
1=30" 2.22 
Foousing strategy-Effect tor Postfeedback Intervals 
(0", 1$", 30"), For Four Attribute Problems. 
-a" 
-15" 
Mean 
1.90 
2.02 
=30" 2.12 
*.2 <. 05 
1=0" 
1.90 
1=15" 
2.02 
Differenoe 
.12 
1=30" 
2.12 
Difference 
.22 
.10 
AppendiX 3 - Dunoan Multiple ReESe Compari~ons for Siinitioa~t 
Differences Between Two and Fo~ Attribute Problems 
Within the 0" Interval, 1$" Intervale and 30" Interval 
For the Depe~ent M!8sure Focusing. 
Focus;nB stra1?,eSl-Gomp.risons Between Two end Four 
Attribute Problems Within Int~rvals (0", 1$", ;0"). 
4 Att.(O"I) 
4 Att. (12"1) 
Mean 
-
1.90 
2.02 
4 Att.(30"I) 2.12 
2 Att. (0"1) 
1.89 
Differenoe 
.01 
2;"it,. (12"I) 2 Att. (30"I 
1.68 2.22 
Difference Differenoe 
.10 
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